mobilizing climate science

A series of events highlighting the work of the IPCC on its 30th anniversary

#All4TheGreen
2018 marks the 30th anniversary of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the international body for assessing the science related to climate change.

“All4TheGreen – Mobilizing Climate Science - A series of events highlighting the work of the IPCC on its 30th Anniversary” aims to celebrate IPCC’s outstanding contribution to a comprehensive understanding of our planet’s climate and the changes that have been observed and project future climate change.

The event in celebration of the IPCC’s 30th Anniversary focuses attention on the need to increase awareness, make the strongest links possible between the science and the evidence we increasingly see before us, and support the climate-smart solutions needed for our future.

JOIN FEBRUARY 26TH USING THE HASHTAGS #All4TheGreen and #IPCC30
#SOCIAL MEDIA ASSETS

HASHTAGS: #All4TheGreen #IPCC30
REGISTER HERE: http://ow.ly/V4KK30ivpxZ
WATCH LIVE: https://facebook.com/Connect4Climate/

TWITTER
#All4TheGreen is back! Join @Connect4Climate LIVE in #Bologna #Italy as we celebrate @IPCC_CH ‘s outstanding contribution to a comprehensive understanding of our Planet’s #climate: http://bit.ly/2CuWAwC #IPCC30 [add visual]

.@IPCC_CH celebrates 30 yrs. How can we use the scientific data collected over 3 decades for ambitious #ClimateAction? Join the #All4TheGreen event in #Bologna to watch climate experts LIVE: http://bit.ly/2CuWAwC With @WorldBank @Connect4Climate @UNESCO @minambienteIT #IPCC30 [add visual]
This year the @IPCC_CH report on the impacts of 1.5 °C of #GlobalWarming will be published. How is the world progressing towards a low-carbon resilient future? Engage with climate experts at the #All4TheGreen. Know more about the event: http://bit.ly/2CuWAwC #IPCC30 [add visual]

Join #All4TheGreen – Mobilizing #Climate Science - A series of events highlighting the work of the @IPCC_CH on its 30th anniversary, February 26th in #Bologna. Find out more: http://bit.ly/2CuWAwC With @WorldBank @Connect4Climate @UNESCO @minambienteIT #IPCC30 [add visual]

Celebrate #climateaction by joining the #All4TheGreen LIVE from #Bologna to promote climate solutions and celebrate @IPCC_CH 30th year: http://bit.ly/2CuWAwC #IPCC30 [add visual]

Join @IPCC_CH & @Connect4Climate LIVE for the #All4TheGreen, an event dedicated to celebrate IPCC's climate knowledge and how we can use it to build a low-carbon world: http://bit.ly/2CuWAwC #IPCC30 [add visual]

ITALIAN

#All4TheGreen è tornato! Partecipa a @Connect4Climate LIVE a #Bologna #Italia mentre festeggiamo l'eccezionale contributo dell' @IPCC_CH finalizzato a darci una comprensione completa del #clima del nostro pianeta: http://bit.ly/2CuWAwC #IPCC30 [add visual]
February 24th – Special screening of “Viaje a los pueblos fumigados” by Argentinian Film Director Fernando Solanas

Today at Cinema Lumiere watch “Viaje a los pueblos fumigados” with the presence of the Argentinian film director @fernandosolanas http://bit.ly/2CuWAwC #IPCC30 #Film4Climate #All4TheGreen [add visual]

ITALIAN
Non perdere oggi all cinema Lumiere "Viaje a los pueblos fumigados" con la presenza del regista argentino @fernandosolanas http://bit.ly/2CuWAwC With @cinetecabologna #IPCC30 #Film4Climate #All4TheGreen [add visual]

February 26th – Mobilizing Climate Science

LIVE from #Bologna: join @glgalletti @UniboMagazine Hoesung Lee @IPCC_CH @unilj @ccarraro_unive @valmasdel @UNESCO & others discuss how we can mobilize climate knowledge for ambitious #climateaction: http://bit.ly/2CuWAwC #All4TheGreen #IPCC30 [add visual]

Watch LIVE today: #All4TheGreen – Mobilizing Climate Science - A series of events highlighting the work of the @IPCC_CH. Here >> http://bit.ly/2CuWAwC With @WorldBank @Connect4Climate @UNESCO @minambienteIT #IPCC30 [add visual]
FACEBOOK/LINKEDIN

#All4TheGreen is back to celebrate @IPCC’s 30 anniversary and to discuss its report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5 °C that will be published this year. Be part of the Mobilizing Climate Science - a series of events highlighting the work of the IPCC on February 26th in Bologna to make the strongest links possible between the science and the evidence we increasingly see before us. Watch LIVE: http://bit.ly/2CuWAwC #IPCC30 [add visual]

On February 26th join LIVE @Connect4Climate in Bologna for the #All4TheGreen - Mobilizing Climate Science - a series of events highlighting the work of the IPCC on its 30th Anniversary, and how we can use IPCC's climate knowledge to build a low-carbon world: http://bit.ly/2CuWAwC #IPCC30 [add visual]

How can we mobilize climate science knowledge for ambitious climate action? 2018 marks the 30th anniversary of the IPCC and we want to celebrate IPCC’s outstanding contribution to a comprehensive understanding of our Planet and support the climate-smart solutions needed for our future. Join @Connect4Climate @WorldBank @UNESCO @minambienteIT February 26th in Bologna http://bit.ly/2CuWAwC #All4TheGreen #IPCC30 [add visual]
ALL4THEGREEN – MOBILIZING CLIMATE SCIENCE A SERIES OF EVENTS HIGHLIGHTING THE WORK OF THE IPCC ON ITS 30TH ANNIVERSARY

FEBRUARY 24-26, 2018

Saturday, February 24, 2018 Cinema Lumière
Sala Officina/Mastroianni Piazzetta Pier Paolo Pasolini (entrance located in via Azzo Gardino, 65) – 7:45 pm
Special screening of “Viaje a los pueblos fumigados” and discussion with Director Fernando Solanas

Monday, February 26, 2018 Aula Absidale di Santa Lucia, Alma Mater Studiorum – Universita’ di Bologna
Via de' Chiari, 25a – 9:30 am to 19:15 pm

9:30 – 10:30 Registration

10.30 - 11.30 Opening remarks
Gian Luca Galletti, Italian Minister for the Environment, Land and Sea, Italy
Virginio Merola, Mayor of Bologna
Francesco Ubertini, Rector, Alma Mater Studiorum – Bologna
Hoesung Lee, Chair, IPCC Ibrahim Thiaw, Deputy Executive Director, UNEP
11:30 – 13.00 Panel Discussion - Climate Knowledge for Ambitious Action
Moderator: Elisabeth Mealey, Climate Change Communications Adviser, The World Bank Group
Anna Arzhanova, President, World Underwater Sports Federation (CMAS)
Jan Fuglestvedt, IPCC Bureau Member and Working Group I Vice-Chair
Deo Saran, Fiji’s Ambassador to the Kingdom of Belgium, Permanent Representative to the European Union and Special Envoy to UNFCCC
Jonathan Lynn, Head of Communications and Media Relations, IPCC

13:00 – 14:30 Lunch Break

14:30 – 16:00 Panel Discussion - Climate Action for Sustainable Development
Moderator: John Vidal, Environmental Editor, The Guardian
Lučka Kajfež Bogataj, Professor for climatology, University of Ljubljana
Francesco La Camera, Director General, Ministry for the Environment, Land and Sea, Italy
Ana Luiza Thompson-Flores, Director of the UNESCO Regional Bureau for Science and Culture in Europe
Donatella Bianchi, President, WWF Italy
Myles Allen, University of Oxford
16:00 – 17:30 **Panel Discussion - Reshaping Our Future: The IPCC Looking Ahead**
Moderator: Antonio Navarra, President, CMCC Foundation Youba Sokona, Vice Chair, IPCC Carlo Carraro, Chair, European Association of Environmental and Resource Economists (EAERE) Nadia Pinardi, Co-Chair, JCOMM Sandro Fuzzi, CNR - ISAC Andrea Segré, President, Edmund Mach Foundation

17:30 – 17:50 **Presentation - Greening Artificial Intelligence: What A.I. Means for Sustainability**
Alessandro Salvini, Full Professor, Department of Engineering, Roma Tre University
Alex Braga, Artist

17:50 – 18:00 **Closing Remarks**

18:15 – 19:15 **Artistic Performance “Cracking Danilo Rea”**
Danilo Rea & Alex Braga
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